Gumadj (Sc, AIAS), Gomadj (O'G, 'RLS'), Gomaidj (AC, orig. AIAS), Gumadji (SAW), Gumatj (Ross)

Closely related to Gubawinggu. Ross is studying fully. She has completed major analysis of grammatical structure and has draft papers in sentence and discourse analysis. She has also translated parts of the New Testament. It is spoken by c. 150 as a first language, plus c. 100 children; speakers are mostly living at Yirrkala and Elcho Island.

'man' : darramu

125.1d* Manggalili ** North side of St. David's Bay, south of Mt. Caledon known as Djarrakpi & Gurumburra (KQ) (AIAS N137) (112.1c) (17NAr.)

Manggalili (AIAS, O'G, 'RLS', Sc, SAW); includes Gigi (AC, AIAS N125, 'RLS' 17NAr.)

Capell has a vocabulary of 600 words.

125.1e* Mugarganalmiri ** Durabudboi River due west of Caledon Bay known as Garn-garnbuy (KQ) (AIAS N139.1) (29NAr.)

Mugarganalmiri (AC, AIAS, 'RLS' 29NAr.), Makarrwanhal-mirri (Sc)

Listed by Schebeck but not Wurm. The above three form the eastern edge of the dialect (Sc).

125.1f* Wobulgara ** Howard Island (known as Langarra) (KQ) (36NAr.) (AIAS N88) (57NAr.)

Wobulgara (Sc), Ubulgara (SAW), Obulgara (AC, AIAS, 'RLS' 36NAr.); Wolgara (AC, AIAS, N93, 'RLS' 57NAr.)

This is the northern dialect. (Sc)